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Abstract— Realness and Fakeness identification of a face is 

very vulnerable field in face recognition area. It is very 

necessary to identify the realness of one’s authentication for 

protecting us from spoofing and falsify data. In this proposed 

paper I derive a method by which we can identify the 

realness of a images or fakeness, using micro texture, 

frequency analysis and nature of eye blinking concept. 

Texture , frequency generation by skin and behavioral nature 

of eye blinking of any one is unique. If a person is real and 

live then they have some movement in his face , it may either 

blinking his eyes , or motion of skin. I proposed a noval 

approach for distinguish real and fake personality by using 

LBP, Frequency Descriptor and Conditional random Field 

(CRF) concept. 

Key words: Spoofing, Frequency Descriptor, Local Binary 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nature of eye blinking is unique. The author examine the 

moments of eye one by one input sequentially and detected 

that the there are various variations in nature of eye blinking 

using life sign as indicator. Based on face landmark another 

technique was proposed by Kollreider et al. 2007 by which 

lip movement In general everyone needs  authentication for 

do their respected jobs, it may either in real life or in internet 

(Online) or in Offline mode etc. All real area and users’ 

needs security to protect themselves from spoofing or 

entering falsify data for authentication or unauthorized 

access. 

There are various techniques for protect their 

account or unauthorized access but in them face recognition 

is very popular. If a account is locked by biometric of face 

then it is very hard to access using falsify data but it may be 

access by duplicate image or similar image or duplicate 

people who are very close to sight or portrait masked face or 

from videos or before taken images etc. Spoofing of 

Unauthorized  attacks occur when some falsify data or 

wrong data are  provided in front of camera or illegal access 

like using printed photographs or videos. These are common 

techniques for bleaching any secure system. For 

understanding I have a example bellow fig. 1 is shown. 

 
Fig. 1: Sample pics. Upper live and lower previous taken 

In this example there are two types of database 

images are shown, in look very similar to one’s. Pose and 

expression are nearly same webcam database image and 

ATM database image. Hackers also uses such types of data 

for bleaching the security, but in my proposed work both the 

images are distinguished by illustrating their texture amount 

and frequency value of images and behavior of live person. 

Nature of eye blinking, texture of skin and frequency value 

always differ from others. Because pose and expression 

always vary. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

without genuine face detection, all the face recognition 

systems are having no mean i.e. insecure to spoof attacks. 

Bleach of account in biometric systems (face recognition 

systems) may be by using a 2D images, 3D masked images, 

Vedio etc. A brief survey of 2D face genuineness detection 

was proposed by Kahm et al. 2012. There are many of real 

face detection technique based on the type of real indicator 

used to assist the realness detection of faces; on those 

indicators are live sign, texture and motion, behavior. 

According to Jee et al. 2006 classification is unique when 

they speak digits 0-9. He used support vector machine 

method for dynamic lip classification. Kollreider et al 2007 

was also provide an idea for face recognition using optical 

flow field by capturing the movements of different facial 

parts. Similarly as jee et al 2006, by using conditional 

random framework (CRF) Pan e al 2008 calculate the 

behavior of eye blinking. Bao et al. 2009 introduced a 

technique using optical flow field and examine the variation 

and properties of optical flow generated from 2D planes and 

3D objects. Results showed 6% false alarm and 14% false 

acceptance. Li et al. 2010 proposed a real face detection 

using spectrum analysis. On the basis of Fourier spectra of 

sing face image he showed that the size of the photo is 

smaller than that of live face and frequency components is 

greater in live face (genuine face) images ignoring the 

illumination facts which affects the results in any form. Tan 

et al. 2010 introduced a problem named anti-spoofing by 

binary classification problem. He distinguished in 2D and 

3D images using Lumberton reflectance. By using 

difference of Gaussian (DOG) calculate variation in retina 

and retrieve latent reflectance features which are then used 

for classification. In another work Kim et al. 2013 proposed 

a technique using variable focusing, based on assumption 

that there is variation of pixel values of two pictures when 

there is no movement, focused area is clear where blurred in 

irreal pictures. By examine the depth of field which 

determines the variation of pixel values of two images 

sequentially taken by different focuses. On the basis of 

curvature of images some computation were made by 

Lagorio et al. 2013. He provided a technique for 3D images, 

and specify that the mean curvature of the surface of image 

is low when images are taken from 2D source. 
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III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

Comparison between live and before taken pictures having 

minute differences when it taken from 2D camera. Pose and 

expression of any live person always vary from others. It 

may be in size, detailness, clarity, focus of camera, surface 

reflection, masking, texture and energy value etc. By texture 

examination technique, frequency analysis method and eye 

blinkness technique face images are detected very clearly 

and these techniques are very popular all the face 

recognition techniques. 

In our proposed section, I combine all the three 

ideas and results outcomes are better than before. Using 

fourier spectra we examine the frequency domain of the 

image, using texture calculation we find the texture 

analysis(motion in skin) and behavioral phenomena of eye 

blinking is examine by the conditional random field. 

Because infront of camera a human always shows some 

expression and some types of motion are generated in their 

skins or face, so that frequency value always differs. Eye 

blinking of a human is related to heart beat in any means 

that is calculated mathematically and at a random time mean 

of it is unique. 

A. Frequency Based Analysis:  

Pose and expression always be invariant, when the image is 

captured sequentially. First thing I do, transform the picture 

in its frequency value which lies in it’s frequency domain 

using fourier spectrum, examine the up and downs of 

frequency value using log-scale graphs generated by fourier 

transformation. Find the highest frequency value point or 

pixel in the image and set it as the center of the spectrum. 

These types of high frequency valued pixels are collected 

and generate the number of shells size 16x16, placed them 

according to log scale and find the mean of the packets. 

These packets are relatively connected to each other’s in 

matrix format(frequency band). Average value of energy for 

each shell is different. Standard deviation in resulting values 

called frequency descriptor(FD) is calculated to determine 

the temporal changes in face. FD is defined as--- 

FD= (  
1

n
 ∑  (xi − xm)2n

i=0 )

1

2
       ………………………(1) 

X  =  ∬|F(u, v)| du dv         ………………………….(2) 

 Where xi corresponds to the energy of the Ith 

image, xm indecates the mean of thr energy values and n, 

denotes the total number of energy value. 

 
Fig. 2: Energy value curve for four images 

The energy value curves of four different face 

image and their corresponding FD shows that the energy and 

frequency descriptor of fake face image sequence are less 

than that of the image sequence of live faces. Thus, the 

frequency descriptor of live faces should be more than a 

threshold value td. 

B. Texture based Analysis:  

This method will fail when there is no temporal changes in 

face, thus we also consider the fixed tone of face which is 

micro texture. Arrangement of texture in skin is generally 

unique, when the value of frequency descriptor of facial 

picture is greater than the threshold, image passed to its next 

face named texture analysis. Analyzing the differences of 

the texture of facial is calculated by this technique for 

showing that the image is fake or real. In this step we use 

the Local Binar Pattern technique for calculation, the LBP 

texture analysis operator is a gray-scale invariant texture 

measure, it is the most powerfull and versatile method for 

the texture description. The LBP assigns a code for each 

pixel and its neighbors. According the equation of LBP - 

LBPP,R  =           ∑  s(Gp − Gc)
p=1
p=0 2p………………...(3) 

Sx=        {
1              … … … … … … … … …  0 ≤ X

Otherwise … … … … … … … … … 0 = X
… … (4) 

 Where,   P = corresponds to the number of 

neighboring pixels  

R = is the radius of the corresponding circle ( the 

distance from the center to the neighboring pixels) 

Gp and Gc   the grayscale value of the center pixel  

p (gray scale value ) = equally spaced pixels on the 

circle of radius R respectively  

s(x)  =  Threshold function of x.  

Note: To calculate the micro texture resolution we 

have used various values of P and R were set to 8 and 1, 

respectively. 

 
(a)                                             (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 3: Feature vector extraction based on texture: (a) Live 

face image; (b) LBP coded image of (a); (c) Feature 

Histogram of (b). 

C. Eye Blink Concept: 

Blinking of eyes is a natural activity of human, it is semi 

automatic rapid closing of eyelid. a single blink determined 

by the forcefull closing of the eyelid or in activation of the 

levator palpepera superiors and activation of obicularis 

oculi, not the full open and close. In per unit time eye 

blinking is unique for different human, the expression and 
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pose of eye blinkness is different (Relative with their 

eyebros, ratinal surface, alchohal). When we talk eyeblink 

concept we combined gesture recognition, mean shift 

procedure. Some similarities and Dissimilaritis are exixts 

among all people. 

1) Similarities: 

 Low, false accept and false reject rates 

 High reliability, due to dissimilarities in retinal pattern 

 Strong protection against some spoofing attacks as the 

capillaries in the iris and retina decompose too rapidly 

to use a amputated eye to gain access 

2) Differences: 

 accuracy in retinal scan varied if a person has some 

desease in there eyes but  iris fine texture remains 

remarkably stable 

 Retinal scanning requires close proximity to an 

eyepiece, such as looking into a microscope then iris 

capture is a normal photograph process and can be 

performed at a distance 

 Retinal biometrics are complex and have seen low 

commercial acceptance; Iris scanning is widely 

accepted as a commercially-viable modality 

 Retinal scanning is considered to be invasive, but iris is 

not. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4: Sample images for pose and expressions of eyes 

 All the above pictures are  some examples of pose 

and expression of some eyes blinkness and here is some 

points are common:- 

1) Distance between the eyes and eye bro. 

2) Length of nose pert relatively with cornia 

3) Distance between fore head to nose pert eye-based 

identification rely on unique physiological 

attributes of the eye to identify an individual. 

However, there are certain differences in the way 

they work. 

In eye blinkness generally we examine the gesture 

and mean shift value for eye ball motion 

 
Fig. 5: Process for Recognizing Blinks. The first row shows 

the process applied to open eyes. The second row represents 

the process over closed eyes. (a) Original Image (b) Vertical 

Edges (c) Iris Contours 

D. Flow Chart for Proposed Method 

 

 
Fig. 6: Flow chart of the proposed algorithm 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ColourIris.png
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A. Database  

In this paper, we are using the general available NUAA  

Photograph Imposter Database. The database contains both 

real images and nonreal photographs. 

 The database was collected using webcams and , 

camera in five sessions with about 3 weeks interval between 

two sessions. The illumination conditions of each session of 

the database are also different.  

B. Experimental Result 

For the frequency based analysis part, we have considered 

the threshold value, td = 400. In our experiments, the 

performance of the frequency descriptor was found to be 

better and it was able to distinguish between fake faces and 

no real faces quite well. The values of FD of both real live 

faces and Captured faces images are Shown in table 

Sr. No. Images 
Value of fd 

max min Mean 

1 Real 300 1260 970 

2 Masked 240 430 250 

Table 1: Results of Frequency Descriptors 

Sr.No. Descriptor LBP LPQ Wavelets 

1 Equal error rate 2.7% 4.5% 9% 

Table 2: Performance appraisal among some method 

V. CONCLUSION 

Final scenario of our discussion is that non real image is 

capture by three filters first is micro texture secondly 

frequency analysis and third is motion of eye ball(blink 

concept). If the image full fill the all three criteria then it 

will be real otherwise it be a masked. 

Our results are shows effective proposal for 

conductive methods 
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